We introduce a natural notion of full coactions of a locally compact group on a Hilbert C*-module, and associate each full coaction in a natural way to an ordinary coaction. We also introduce a natural notion of strong Morita equivalence of full coactions which is sufficient to ensure strong Morita equivalence of the corresponding crossed product C*-algebras.
Introduction
Coactions of a Hopf C*-algebra on a Hilbert C*-module were introduced by Baaj and Skandalis in their study of equivariant Kasparov theory in [1] . A coaction of a locally compact group G on a Hilbert C*-module X is then defined to be a coaction of the Hopf C*-algebra (C*(G), 8 G ) on X. On the other hand, Raeburn introduced in [6] the notion of full coactions of G on C*-algebras and the crossed products by such full coactions. He showed that each full coaction e of G on B is associated to an ordinary coaction S of G on a quotient B/I, and the full crossed product B x f G is isomorphic to the crossed product (B/I) x$ G.
In this paper, we introduce a notion of full coactions of a locally compact group G on a Hilbert C*-module X which is an analogue of the notion of Baaj and Skandalis' coactions and a generalization of the notion of Raeburn's full coactions. Each full coaction of G on X is then associated to an ordinary coaction of G on a quotient of X. Applying this result and [1, Proposition 6.9] we obtain criteria for strong Morita equivalence of crossed products by full coactions. [3] Full coactions on Hilbert C*-modules 411 Suppose that e B is a full coaction of GonaC*-algebra#. LetgB : fi<8> ma xC*(G) -* B (8>mi n C*(G) be the canonical quotient map. We define Let (B x 6 G, y B , /ceo) be the full crossed product for (B, G, e). We represent fi x , G on a Hilbert space by a faithful non-degenerate representation. By [6, Proposition 3.4] , there is a non-degenerate representation n of B such that j B = n o q and (n, jc(o) is a covariant representation of (fi, G, S). The integrated form ^ = x 7c(G) is called the reduction map. Let fi 0 be a dense *-subalgebra of a C*-algebra B, and X o a complex vector space. A right (respectively, left)-prehilbert fi 0 -module is a right (respectively, left) fi 0 -module X o equipped with a fi o -valued pre-inner product ( 1 ) use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037307
as elements of M(JT(JT) <g> C*(G)). See [6, Definition 2.4]. A full crossed product for (B, G, e) is a C*-algebra SB together with non-degenerate homomorphisms j B : B -• M(S&) and / C(G)
:
Full coactions on Hilbert C*-modules
[5]
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Suppose that X is a right-Hilbert B -module, and Y is a right-Hilbert D-module. Let v denote the minimal C*-norm or the maximal C*-norm. Then there is a homomorphism
PROOF. If v is the minimal C*-norm, the result is well-known; see [2, 13.5], [9, 1.1.14(d)]. Assume that v is the maximal C*-norm. Put Similarly, we can define left-prehilbert A o , B 0 -bimodules. COROLLARY 
Let A, B,C and D be C*-algebras. Suppose that X is a rightHilbert A, B-bimodule, and Y is a right-Hilbert C, D-bimodule. Let v denote the minimal C*-norm or the maximal C*-norm. Then X QY is a right-prehilbert A Q v C, B Q v D-bimodule. Furthermore, if X is an A, B-imprimitivity bimodule and Y is a C, D-imprimitivity bimodule, then X<g> v Y is an A ® v C, B ® v D-imprimitivity bimodule.
PROOF. The proof follows from Lemma 2.1 and some routine computations.
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that X is a right-Hilbert B-module, and Y is a rightHilbert D-module. Let v denote the minimal C*-norm or the maximal C*-norm. Then the map 9Q0' \-> 9® V 9' is an isomorphism from Jf{X) ® v JT(F) onto Jf(X® v Y).
PROOF. Let X be a right-Hilbert B-module. We define maps P\ from X © B into X and P 2 from X ffi B into B by p,0 ©&) = *, P 2 {x®b) = b, Vx e X,Vbe B.
Next we define maps c, 7 from />,_£?(X © B)/>* into ^f (X © B) by c l7 (7; 7 ) = P;T,JPJ, VT,J e P,Sf(X © B)P*.
We will denote by c, 7 the restriction of c, 7 to P { X(X ffi B)^*. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that e x : X ->• M(X<g> max C*(G)) is a« e B -compatible full coaction of G on X. Then there is a unique full coaction ejr<x) '• <%f{X) -> M(JT(X) <g> max C*(G)) o / G o« J^( X ) satisfying the following equivalent conditions:
(ii) €jr(X)(^,,) = e x (*)e x (y)*, Vx, y e X. PROOF. Apply similar arguments as in [3, Proposition 2.9].
Suppose that e B is a full coaction of G on B. As in Section 1 we get a coaction <5 B : B -»• M(B (g) C r *(G)) of G on B.
Now we want to generalize this result to the context of Hilbert C*-modules. Suppose that e x : X -> M(X<g) max C*(G)) is an e B -compatible full coaction of G on X. Let Q X : X<g) max C*(G) -• X<8> min C*(G) denote the canonical quotient map. We put use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037307 [9] Full coactions on Hilbert C*-modules 417 be the canonical quotient maps. Then we have
Morita equivalence of crossed products by full coactions
In this section X is a Banach A, 5-imprimitivity bimodule, and e A and e B are full coactions of G on A and B, respectively. If e D is a full coaction of G on a C*-algebra £>, then we get a coaction 5o : Hence, Y = V x . This proves (ii). use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037307
